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Where are we and what is going on? We are in very interesting times of great transition
and are blessed to be here not to just witness it, but, to usher it in with our intent. We
are now in a type of darkness from getting information as alternate media is being
censored and is moving to new platforms. However, these players are taking action
against Google and YouTube; an example of this is X22 Report and Pray Medic to
name a few are suing. The Convington incident showed that justice and large awards
are possible.
Where are we with the elections? What is going on? This is part of the plan. What we
have been witnessing since Trump announced is the unfolding of a made for TV drama
that is following a winning storytelling formula. We are in the final episodes of Season 4.
What is the formula? As soon as the protagonist is revealed in the first episode the
forces of evil feel that there is a threat and start the processes to not just neutralize the
threat but, to eliminate it all together. As the protagonist gains ground, the evil forces
form unholy alliances. As we get to the crescendo, the forces of evil disclose their
ultimate game to usurp all power of good. However, in the final episodes good
massively triumphs over evil in the most amazing unanticipated ways. At the very end
we see good living the good life without the presence of evil which has been overcome.
What we are seeing in “blue” states is massive fraud, facilitated by delays in order to
bring in fraudulent fake ballots, Trump votes being thrown out, more votes than
registered voters. Why is this in play? Did these “blue” states in fact go “red”. CA is yet
to be counted and called. Most curious. You would think CA would be solid “blue”
unless it isn’t. Many military ballots for Trump found and discarded. Patriots want to
know that their ballot was counted. Trump also did an EO that anyone participating in
voter fraud be sanctioned which is basically going after assets. No assets no energy in
the Power Money Control equation.
Just posted is how do you keep HRC constrained. She is the an elector in NY. Thought
she could fix the sh@t for you corrupt friends. She can’t travel until electoral college
votes in December, which means she can be picked up at any time.
So, Trump and White Hats are allowing the fraud to set up something else. It has been
reported in alt media that valid ballots have a watermark of micro dots printed on them.
This tech was pioneered in the 80s by XEROX and Cannon to id the origin machine of
photocopy. We do it with cash by marking bills to track dubious transactions like ransom
payments. Charlie Ward has been talking about the QFS and a companion Quantum
Voting System that is in play using block chain technology and quantum entanglement.
In addition, it looks like ballots also are tagged for GPS. Hence, we are finding Trump
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ballots in the most obscure bases. Buried, in cars attempting to cross border, in rivers,
etc.
Trump talked about election fraud already in 2012 highlighting that it is important to
know who is counting the votes. The Republic came to a cliff edge. The restoration of
the Republic is a very well-planned military and White Hat operation that has been
planned over decades for this moment in time. The trap was set to allow this massive
voter fraud. Trump has to lose in order to now unleash the offense play that exposes the
fraud. We may see a declaration of a national emergency and potentially martial law in
parts of the country. In any case when the legal ballots are counted it will show that
Trump won by a landslide in the majority of the states. In any case, the good guys did
not leave this election to chance. Just as foreign players, or players controlled by DS,
are deeply implanted in government and corporation structures the good guys are
embedded as well. As Q said, “we have it all”… all the evidence to take these players
down for Treason, sedition. In addition, tech is also in play. There will be a recount and
exposure of who is involved in the fraud. Charlie Ward just confirmed that the Election
was a STING operation and that the Quantum Voting System was used along side and
that Trump won by a landslide. This will be coming to light moment by moment. Unlike
the past where we accepted things, Q and created a plethora of anons that dig for the
truth and get it out enmasse.
As long as there are court cases in play surrounding the election the outcome is not
valid. It is possible that there will be another election called for that will be online using
the QVS that will be triggered by NESARA. In addition, before Biden announces victory
it is just attempted fraud and treason. Once he announces it is now fraud and treason
actively being committed. Plus, any of the media and others that jump on that
bandwagon are now ensnared as well. So, let them bring it. Apparently, O bama
pardoned a ton of people that last days before he left office. We had to let them commit
these heinous crimes that lands a lot of players in front of military tribunal. Remember
the Lindsey Graham questioning at the Kavanaugh hearings. He asked whether there
are cases that are tried by military tribunal rather than DOJ jurisdiction. It is possible the
reason we have heard nothing from Barr is that the DOJ doesn’t have jurisdiction for the
big grime of dTreason and Sedition which can yield execution. Why bother with cases
under the court system when the big crime has been committed.
Let’s also not forget that there currently over 200K indictments. These are more than
likely through de jure Grand Juries that were trained and put in place during Obama
administration. This would be an indication that we are under Common and
Constitutional Law.
The US has 95% of the world’s lawyers and there must be a Divine Reason for this.
Perhaps, a large amount of people through class action suits will take to the courts to
exert justice because of the overreaching, and unconstitutional authority being wielded
against “We the People”. The virus will be a key component in overreach with financial,
and potential physical, damages.
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This virus, and elections, opens the door for wielding malicious torts. Tort law is a very
powerful tool to wield against these sociopaths and psychopaths. The characteristics of
the players who are like heroin addicts (PMC junkies – Power Money and Control) is
that they never have enough money which gives the power and control. Their MO is that
they think they will never get caught, and when they are caught, they lie with impunity.
We are seeing some real whoppers by politicians, social media giants, Silicon Valley
titans, etc. They must be cornered in their criminality. The big weapon with these
players, that gets their attention, is if you threaten their ill-gotten gains.
Malicious torts have two aspects to damages. There are actual damages and punitive
damages, which is where it gets interesting. Actual damages can be $1. However, a jury
may be so incensed by what someone did that they award a $1bn in punitive damages.
The silver bullet of malicious torts is fraud. Most of these players that wield power
against us are hiding behind a corporate veil that shields them from financial liability.
Even government officials have been shielded because every facet of the government
has been hijacked from constitutional Republic legitimate constructs to for profit
corporations… which is fraud. A fraud claim uniquely provides the ability to “pierce the
corporate veil”, which removes any personal protections and allows individuals to be
adjoined to a suit and made jointly and severely liable for damages. Torts that can be
added to a fraud claim are outrageous conduct, abuse of process, and intentional
infliction of emotional distress to name a few. Should malicious torts bring about big
financial damages in court they have another potent effect against the elite that have
wielded power through their wealth. Damages can not be discharged in bankruptcy. In
order to appeal a judgement requires putting up the judgement amount as collateral. If
the is not possible than the person has to file bankruptcy where now a trustee will
liquidate assets in order to back the judgement.
The unconstitutional shutdown of the economy paves the way for massive tort cases
anchored on fraud that will be wielded against government officials and industry players.
There are massive things in play that come January when Trump is sworn in again will
usher in a new world that allows are of humanity the ability to prosper. We will see a
restoration of the constitutional Republic. With all of the legal action that is being taken
due to the election fraud, and added to that the litigation surrounding the scamdemic,
we will see a return to common law. Already, we have seen US flags at Trump events
without the gold fringe which symbolized Admiralty Maritime Law. This is the law of the
sea where common law is the law of the land. Under Admiralty Law we are nothing
more than cargo lost at sea, which usurps our God given rights. Trump is correcting
this; and, when NESARA is announces we will officially restore the Republic. A republic
of government is the only example that we have a system were everyone prospered… a
la Rome and other cities in Italy that operated as a Republic before it became the
Roman Empire. Democracy was actually the Achilles Heal of Greece because it
becomes mob rule where a minority can impose its will on the majority.
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Behind the scenes the power elite cabal has been beheaded. This was concentrated in
Venice and the Phoenicians which are the 13 bloodline families that are at the heart of
the financial/economic Babylonian enslavement system. Boris Johnson, Angel Merkel,
and Macron and have shut down their countries until beginning of December. With the
shut down in the UK we have heard nothing from the Crown. Perhaps, its an indication
that they are no longer in control of anything. Least of all their colonies. At one of
Trumps recent rallies he had Nigel Farage come up and talk for less than 3 minutes.
Farage adds nothing to Trump. However, Trump adds a lot to Farage and perhaps a
change in the UK and it governing structure. The UK is a Constitutional Monarchy
where the Crown and Privy Counsel controls everything. Parliament and the people
really don’t have a voice. Perhaps, the UK will adopt our Constitution and Republic form
of government with Nigel as President.
The financial system is in a reboot. The Deep State is pushing for reboot given that the
current system is collapsing worldwide in order to bring about a one world government,
on world currency controlled by the BIS, IMF and World Bank. In parallel, the Alliance
and White Hats are ushering a massive reset that allows all of humanity, and sentient
life to prosper. This is through NESARA in the US and GESARA worldwide. A financial
jubilee is long overdue.
Other indications show that many things have been put in place in order to restore the
Republic. The Senior Executive Service (SES) was voted into law by both Houses
under Carter. This is how the Privy Council was able to infiltrate the US government and
put it under Crown control. Begs the question how much the Crown in complicit with the
CCP which is really a tool of the DS. The SES are the top management tier of all
government agencies. The players have immunity and can’t be fires which is how Bruce
Ohr continued to have his job after admitting his role in the Russia hoax and Clinton
dossier. Given that the SES aspect is law, Trump couldn’t get rid of these DS players;
and, he couldn’t easily get rid of SES because he didn’t have the House. So he created
an executive order recently that expanded the SES law to include an F class labor
grade that didn’t exist under the current SES structure. He can move existing SES
players to F class where he has the authority to fire them.
Bottom line there are a lot of things Trump and White Hats needed to put in place to
make the necessary legal moves. Plus, the people and the world needed to see and
experience the criminality. What has been accomplished is massive with the scamdemic
and lockdowns providing the necessary cover. The chaos of the election may be further
cover to a total reset on a lot of fronts from government to finance. In any case the old
structure is being collapse with no way to rebuild it. The elite are toast. GOD WINS!
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